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GAS MANager 

The purpose of the GAS MANager program is to generate gas bills based on the amount of gas 

consumed, either actual or estimated, over a billing period. Since the initial release of GAS MANager in 
1997, the software has been expanded to allow for the management of additional information that is not 

directly required in the preparation of gas bills, but is important in the operation of a natural gas co-op. 

Although it was initially developed for use by natural gas co-ops, GAS MANager can be used as a billing 
system for any metered consumption based utility, such as water. 

GAS MANager has been constructed on the theory that there are several related pieces of information 

that must be combined in order to produce the gas bill. 

 Five major entities were identified: 

 Customer - A customer is any person or company who requires an account and/or who is a 

landlord of an account holder. 

 Meter - A list of all meters owned by the co-op regardless of whether or not they are installed at 

a service location. 

 Service Location or Utility - The service location is the physical location where a meter will be 

or has been installed. In GAS MANager the service location is referred to as the Utility. 
 Billing Information or Profile - The billing information includes all charges and penalties that 

are applicable to a unique account or a group of similar accounts. In GAS MANager the billing 

information is referred to as a Profile. 
 A/R Account - The accounts receivable account brings together the above entities. It links a 

customer to a specific billing profile and can link a customer to a Utility. 

 This approach has the following advantages: 

 Easy Customer Maintenance - Since the customer record is separate from the A/R Account, 

only one customer record needs to be created. The customer can then be linked to one, or more, 
A/R Accounts. When a customer changes their mailing address, only one customer record needs 

to be updated. 

 Complete Meter Listing - Because the meter is considered to be a separate entity from the 

Utility information, a complete listing of all meters can be maintained. 
 Complete Utility Listing - Since the utility is separate from the meter and A/R account, a 

complete listing of all utilities can also be maintained. As soon as a service location is established, 

a utility record can be created. Then, when an A/R account is set up, the utility can be linked to 
it. Similarly, when a meter is installed at the service location, it can also be linked to the Utility. 

 Grouping of Billing Information into Profiles - A group of customer accounts that are 

subject to the same charges and penalties can be grouped under a single profile. A customer 
who is subject to unique billing charges and penalties can be setup under a separate profile. 

When a change to a billing rate is necessary, a single change to the profile affects all accounts 

that are members of that profile. 
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Features 

Estimating Consumption - Consumption can be manually estimated, or the billing program can 

estimate consumption using the following methods: 

  Estimate based on heating factors and heating degree days. 

  Estimate based on an average of the prior year’s consumption. 

  Estimate based on specified monthly percentage of annual consumption. 

  Estimate based on last month’s consumption. 

  Use the default estimation consumption specified in the account’s profile. 

Balanced (Budget) Billing - The Balanced Billing amount includes the monthly billed 

consumption, operating charge plus applicable taxes. During each billing, the equalization amount is 
calculated and printed on the bill. On the annual anniversary of the Balanced Billing start date, any 

outstanding equalization amount is applied to the account and a new budget amount is calculated based 
on the past year’s consumption. For customers wishing to join the Balanced Billing program, the Budget 

Billing Payment Calculator provides a means of determining a reasonable budgeted payment amount 
based on the customer’s consumption history.  

Multiple Billing Cycles - This allows groups of accounts to be billed at different times. The last billed 

date is maintained for each cycle. 
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Security Deposits - Security Deposits can be recorded on the customer’s account. An interest rate 

is specified in the account’s profile. During each billing, the accrued interest is calculated and stored on 

the account record. The deposit and/or interest can be applied to the customer’s account at any time 
using the Apply Security Deposit feature. 

Overdue Account Penalties - Penalties are defined by each Billing Profile. Penalty types include 

a fixed dollar amount, a monthly percentage rate or a monthly percentage rate with a minimum penalty 
charge. Overdue penalty charges can be compounded or compounding can be prevented. Each profile 

can be given a minimum account balance that must be reached before penalties are applied. The penalty 
period can either be since the last bill date or a specified number of days prior to the current billing date. 

Prorating of Consumption – in order to assist with gas balancing, GAS MANager automatically 

prorates consumption at each month-end. Proration can be performed by dividing the total consumption 
by the number of days in the billing period, or on the basis of heating degree days. 

Gas Bill features: 

   GST number can be pre-printed on the gas bill or the software can print it on the gas bill. 

   A two-line co-op notes/advertising area is provided. 

   Meter reading information is printed along with the type of reading. 

 The customer’s mailing address is positioned so that it is visible in a #10 window envelope. 

   The co-op’s mailing address is positioned on the remittance stub so that it is visible in a #9 

window return envelope. 

 Optionally include date and meter reading fields on the remittance stub for the acceptance of 

meter readings taken by the customer. 

   Bills can be printed using a variety of sort orders. 

   Bills can be re-printed for up to 1 year. 

   Optionally provide a consumption history graph on the bill form. 

   The optional barcode printing module allows the account number to be printed on the bill in 

barcode form. This prevents payments and meter readings being applied to the wrong account. 

Patronage Rebate Invoices - A rebate can be applied to gas customer accounts based on 

consumption over a specified period of time. The rebate invoices are calculated, and upon approval, are 

posted to the customer accounts. 

Sales of Material and Services - The sale of services and merchandise can be recorded in GAS 

MANager. Material sales invoices can be shown on the gas bill or on a separate statement. 

Line Charges – A charge can be applied to the customer’s bill based on the length of the supply line 

to the customer’s meter. 

Itron Interface - Easily exchange data with the Itron automatic meter reading system.  

Gas Contracts - The sale of gas to large commercial users with price changes at pre-defined 

consumption thresholds is accommodated. 

Reports – Approximately 140 billing and management reports are available. Many of these reports can 

be customized with the use of selection criteria such as date range, customer type, tap, billing cycle, and 
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billing profile to focus the report on the required information. All reports can be previewed on the screen 

before printing and can also be exported in a variety of different formats for importing into other 
programs or for electronic archival. 

Security - GAS MANager’s password protection goes beyond a simple sign-on password that is used by 

everybody in your office. Instead, you have the ability to implement layers of security from which you can 
choose some, or all of the 4 security levels described below: 

1. Allows read-only access to the database. This user can view and print the contents of the 

database but all other program menu selections are disabled.  

2. Allows full access to the GAS MANager program, but denies access to the Billing, EBilling, 
Maintenance, and G/L Export programs. 

3. Allows full access to the GAS MANager, Billing, EBilling, Maintenance, and G/L Export programs. 
4. The Supervisor security level allows level 3 access to GAS MANager programs, provides the ability 

to enable/disable security, and set passwords for all 4 security levels.  

Automatic Updates - Our Automatic Update feature is entirely optional and if you prefer to obtain 

your software updates by manually downloading them from our web site, you may do so. However, by 

employing our automatic software update feature you can be assured that your computers are always 

running the most recent version of GAS MANager. 

 

By enabling this feature, GAS MANager users will be able to have program updates delivered to their 

computer by the GAS MANager Automatic Update agent. Once a program update has been downloaded, 

the user will be notified that an update is ready to be installed. The user may then choose to proceed 

with the installation of the update by clicking the Install button, or postpone the installation (click the 

Skip button) until a more convenient time. 

 

Our Automatic Update Agent will compare the size of each file downloaded as part of a program update 

with the size of the original file that resides on our web site. If the files sizes do not match, the file will be 

downloaded again. If the file sizes still do not match, the downloaded update will not be installed and a 

message indicating that the download has failed will be displayed on the screen. This prevents the 

Automatic Update Agent from breaking a working installation of GAS MANager. If the Automatic Update 

Agent is unable to install an update due to repeated file size errors, simply visit our web site and 

manually download and install the GAS MANager update. 

 

Organizations that license GAS MANager for use on multiple computers in a networked environment can 

select a computer to act as the Update Server. This computer will download program updates from our 

web site and deposit them into a shared network folder. When configured with this shared network folder 

as their Update Location, all other GAS MANager users on the network will retrieve their updates from the 

shared network folder. This reduces the volume of Internet traffic on your local area network because all 

GAS MANager users will be updating their software from a single download.  
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Add-On Modules 

Account Diary 

The GAS MANager Account Diary is implemented by means of a license file upgrade. No additional 
programs need to be installed as the Account Diary features are incorporated into the main GAS MANager 

program. If you have licensed the Account Diary module, the Account Diary buttons on the main GAS 
MANager window will be enabled. 

 

The GAS MANager Account Diary can be used to: 

   Document customer communications. This can be useful when dealing with customers whose 

accounts are in arrears. 

   Schedule meter maintenance and service related tasks. 

   Alert the operator to perform scheduled tasks. Each diary entry can be associated with an Alert 

Date. 
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When the GAS MANager program is first opened, the program will check the Account Diary database to 

see if there are any Alerts for today. If an Alert is found, the main GAS MANager screen will show an 

Alerts message. 

 

 

If an account is opened and that account has an Alert for today, a message is displayed on the Account 

screen. 
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To see the Account Diary Entries for an account, open the account and then click on the Diary button in 
“Additional Details”. The GAS MANager Account Diary uses the GAS MANager database to ensure that 
accurate and current account and customer information is available to the Account Diary program. The 

screen sample that follows shows an account's Diary Entries. 

 

 

The table can be filtered to display Diary Entries that have been associated with a selected Topic. 

 

Account Diary Entries can be displayed in 3 different views.  

1. The selected view option is to show All Entries – Open and Closed.  

2. The Open Entries are items that are considered outstanding items. These items are usually 
awaiting some additional action by the customer or the user. Open Entries may become Closed 

Entries by adding a Close Date and Time.  

3. Closed Entries are generally considered to be completed and no further action is necessary 

The Diary Entries grid can sorted by Topic and Open Date or by Open Date.  
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The Account Diary Calendar can be used to view and/or print Account Diary Entries and/or those Account 

Diary Entries that have an Alert Date. 

 

Diary entries that have an Alert Date may be viewed by double-clicking on a date on the Account Diary 
Calendar. Diary Entries can also be Closed from this view. 

To close an entry, simply click “Close”.  The current date and time are entered automatically before the 

entry change is saved. 
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The Account Diary Calendar provides the ability to print Diary Entries and Alerts. These reports may be 
sent to the default printer, or previewed on the screen. The option of including Account Balances on 

these reports is also provided.  

To prepare one of these reports, click Reports to display the Print Diary Entries window. Enter the date 

range for which the Entries or Alerts. Select what to print and whether to show or hide the account 
balances. Click “Preview” or “Print”. 

 

The Print Open Alerts differs from the Print All Alerts button in that the report will not include Alerts for 

Entries that have already been Closed. 
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EBilling 

GAS MANager EBilling is an optional software product that provides GAS MANager users with the ability 

to deliver bills to customers via Internet email. GAS MANager EBilling prepares bill forms in PDF format 
and emails them to those customer accounts that have been identified as desiring to receive their bills via 

email. 
 

This software can also be used to send a message to a single recipient with, or without, an EBill attached. 
In addition, GAS MANager EBilling can also send a plain text message, with no EBill attached, to all 

customers who receive their bills via email. 

In addition to licensing and installing the software, implementing GAS MANager EBilling requires that the 

following activities be performed: 

   Each Account that is to receive their bill as an EBill must have the EBill indicator set to “Yes”. 

   A valid email address must be specified on the Customer information for each Account that is to 

receive their bill as an EBill. 

Once these conditions have been met, those accounts will no longer receive a printed bill form during the 

normal billing process. These accounts must now be processed by GAS MANager EBilling in order to 

receive a bill.  

 

The image below shows the EBilling setup. Clicking the “Perform EBilling” button causes a PDF version of 

the bill for each EBilling account to be emailed to the customer’s email address. 
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General Ledger Export 

GAS MANager has been designed to allow the user to employ the accounting system of their choice. GAS 

MANager already provides the necessary reports that will allow transactions to be recorded in the general 
ledger system that reflect the activities of the gas billing system. However, if the user's accounting 

software will permit the importing of journal entries, the GAS MANager G/L Export program can further 
simplify the keeping of accurate financial records. 

This program allows the user to prepare a file containing journal entries that reflect the user's selection 
criteria. The user can select the date range and the kinds of transactions that are to be exported. This file 

will be prepared in the format required by the selected accounting application software. 

 

The following accounting software is supported by GAS MANager G/L Export: 

   NewViews Accounting  

   QuickBooks & QuickBooks Pro/Premier  

   Samco Power Accounting  

 Sage 50 (Formerly known as Simply Accounting.)  
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Maintenance 

The GAS MANager Maintenance program has been developed to permit the user to: 

   Change an Account Number. 

   Change a Utility Number. 

   Change a Co-op Meter Number. 

 Change a Transaction Type. 

   Delete an unprocessed Meter Reading. 

   Assign selected Accounts to a different Profile. 

   Assign selected Utilities to a different Tap. 

 Assign Account Numbers to a different Billing Cycle. 

 

The GAS MANager Maintenance utility permits the user to make the above database changes with no loss 
of historical data. For example, if a customer account is assigned a new account number, the transaction 

and consumption history of the account is updated accordingly.  

Using the GAS MANager Maintenance program to change any of these data items requires that no other 

users are working with any GAS MANager programs. 
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